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Maine Climate Council’s “Maine Won’t Wait” presents Maine’s unequivocal commitments to 
addressing climate change by “reducing emissions, advancing clean energy, and protecting 
Maine’s infrastructure and environment from climate effects.” Climate change threatens to 
increase the intensity and frequency of hazards that will affect Versant Power’s (“Versant”) 
transmission and distribution (“T&D”) infrastructure, business operations, and the 
communities it serves. 

Versant recognizes that the impact of climate change on our customers is increasing and is 
committed to collaborating with the communities we serve and other stakeholders to enhance 
our infrastructure's resilience and improve our business operations, aligning our mission and 
vision with Maine’s climate goals.1   

Energy resilience has two related but distinct aspects: (1) withstanding events that cause power 
outages and (2) restoring power when outages occur. The United States Department of Energy 
(“DOE”) defines “energy resilience” as follows:  

Energy resilience is the ability of the grid, buildings, and communities to 
withstand and rapidly recover from power outages and continue operating 
with electricity, heating, cooling, ventilation, and other energy-dependent 
services. A resilient power system reduces the likelihood of long-duration 
outages over large service areas, limits the scope and impact of outages when 
they occur, and rapidly restores power after an outage.2  

The DOE definition is not narrowly focused on electricity delivery or supply. Instead, it 
incorporates overall energy outcomes for communities and buildings that rely on a portfolio of 
energy sources to provide resilience.  

Enhancing “resilience” in a more general sense (what we typically refer to as reliability) has 
always been a central part of Versant’s mission. However, as recognized by the Maine 
legislature, it is undeniable that climate change is having an increasing impact on the 

 
1  This includes, but is not limited to, actions that contribute to Maine Won’t Wait’s community-centric 

Strategies F (“Build Healthy and Resilient Communities”) and G (“Invest in Climate-Ready 
Infrastructure”). Maine Climate Council, Annual Report, December 1, 2023. 

2  United States Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, Energy 
Resilience, downloaded December 4, 2023. 



















 
Figure 3. Basic framework for aligning infrastructure resilience strategies with climate hazards. 

 

 

Versant’s identification of the critical hazards that will impact its communities leverages the 
work done by the Maine Climate Council.17 Versant relied on this work to identify six critical 
climate hazards described in Table 2. Hazards often occur simultaneously during major 
weather events, increasing the complexity of our preparation, response, and recovery. For 
example, hurricanes can bring high winds, heavy precipitation, and a coastal storm surge, 
compounding the impact on communities and infrastructure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
17  Scientific Assessment of Climate Change and Its Effects in Maine, Scientific and Technical Subcommittee 

of the Maine Climate Council. August 2020. 
 
 









conductor might be exposed to high winds, switching devices might be less exposed since they 
are far fewer in number. Versant has diligently planned its system to account for some 
hazards, such as flooding, by locating infrastructure above flood plains. This tends to reduce 
the exposure of some infrastructure compared to what the FEMA Risk Indices suggest. 

As shown in Table 2 in Section 2.2.3, Versant’s infrastructure is most vulnerable to six types of 
climate hazards: 

• Ice Storms and Winter Weather 

• High Winds and Gusts 

• Sea Level Rise and Coastal Storm Surges 

• Drought and Wildfire 

• Higher Temperatures 

• Heavy Precipitation and Inland Flooding 

The following sections examine which areas have the highest exposure and risk to each 
hazard. We have developed a high-level estimate of the amount of infrastructure that could be 
exposed to each hazard. The results are presented in summary tables, and additional details 
are included in the appendix. 

FEMA’s National Risk Indices 

FEMA employs a comprehensive risk-assessment approach, incorporating three key 
components: a natural hazards component (Expected Annual Loss), a consequence-enhancing 
component (Social Vulnerability), and a consequence-reduction component (Community 
Resilience) to develop their risk indices. The community risk factor, derived from Social 
Vulnerability and Community Resilience, is used to scale the Expected Annual loss values.19  

Ice Storms and Winter Weather 

Maine has a history of heavy snow and freezing rain that has devastated vast areas of the state. 
The FEMA Risk Index for ice storm exposure indicates that regions of Versant’s Bangor Hydro 
District are at “High” and “Very High” risk of ice storms (Figure 4). With increasing 
precipitation, this exposure is likely to get worse. 

 
19 “Higher social vulnerability for a community result in a higher risk index while higher community 

resilience for a community result in a lower risk index value” https://hazards.fema.gov/determining-
risk 



 
Figure 4. Exposure to ice storm risks in Hancock, Penobscot, and Washington Counties. 

Ice accumulation from freezing rain can cover T&D lines and structures in thick ice, increasing 
weight beyond design specifications. Ice and snow can also build up on tree branches, causing 
them to bend or fall onto distribution lines throughout our service territory. 





 

High Winds and Gusts 

High winds and gusts can place extraordinary 
physical loads on overhead infrastructure. When 
combined with heavy tree cover, winds from 
severe storms can produce extensive damage, as 
evidenced by the wind and rain storm on 
December 18, 2023. More frequent and intense 
storms from climate change could threaten large 
areas of Versant’s service territory. Climate 
models make various predictions about the 
frequency of hurricanes and tropical storms that 
may reach the northeastern United States. 
However, research21 indicates that storms that 
reach Maine may form more quickly and 
intensify due to increasing air temperatures and ocean warming. Another notable example was 
the bomb cyclone that hit Maine in 2017 (Figure 6). 

High winds and gusts from severe storms occur throughout our service territory, exposing 
most of our T&D lines to this hazard. Substations are less exposed to the effects of high winds. 
The local conditions and unpredictability of storms make it difficult to predict which areas are 
most exposed and vulnerable based on FEMA’s Risk Indices. Versant’s engineers have applied 
a “Higher” exposure rating to T&D lines and a “Lower” exposure rating to substations for this 
hazard. 

Sea Level Rise and Coastal Storm Surges 

The rise in sea level will increasingly affect our 
coastline over time. Moreover, the storm surges that 
accompany hurricanes, tropical storms, and bomb 
cyclones have the potential to inundate our coastal 
communities in the near term. Fortunately, Versant 
has worked to avoid placing our T&D lines and 
substations in low-lying areas along the coast, 
reducing exposure. However, coastal flooding will 

 
21 A Force of Nature: Hurricanes in a Changing Climate, NASA, June 1, 2022. 

Figure 6. 2017 Bomb Cyclone. Credits: NOAA/CIRA 

Figure 7.Coastal flooding risk in Hancock and 
Washington Counties. 



































heavily forested roads or buildings far from the street. Ice storms may also be accompanied by 
multi-day outages, particularly for communities with low customer density, as these 
communities are typically assigned a lower restoration priority than larger urban 
communities.  

High Winds and Gusts 

High winds and gusts may also result in downed trees and large limbs that fall across wires and 
result in power outages. These conditions typically affect multiple communities across a 
region, straining first responders and power restoration crews. 

Sea Level Rise and Coastal Storm Surges 

Coastal storm surges will often impact many residential and commercial buildings in a coastal 
community, creating dangerous and life-threatening conditions when storms persist during 
high tide.  

Drought and Wildfire 

As recently observed in California and Hawaii, wildfires can cause widespread damage to a 
community, presenting challenges when emergency evacuation is required. 

Higher Temperatures 

Warming from climate change will result in more hot summer days and higher average 
temperatures. Higher temperatures will encourage more customers and communities to install 
air conditioning, increasing energy costs and adding stress to the grid. 

Heavy Precipitation and Flooding 

Heavy precipitation and inland flash flooding can wash out roads and bridges, making it 
challenging to help communities, even if the power stays on. The potential impact on 
communities was illustrated during the devastating storm that hit Maine in December 2023 and 
during flooding in Vermont earlier in 2023.25 

 

Vulnerability for communities is relevant concerning the ability to withstand physical damage 
and power supply interruptions and the efficiency and quality of power restoration activities. 
Even the smallest communities will have multiple critical infrastructure buildings, including 
police and fire stations, schools, and other community facilities that serve as temporary 

 

25  “Vermont Floods Show Limits of America’s Efforts to Adapt to Climate Change,” New York Times, July 11, 
2023 

 















 

 

Tree wire can be used in areas where tree encroachment is likely. Tree wire is an aluminum 
conductor covered with multiple layers of material that provide electrical insulation and 
physical protection from incidental tree contact. Tree wire has been shown to reduce electrical 
faults from tree contact dramatically, reducing power outages and the risk of ignition. 

Many outages and a significant portion of customer outage hours are caused by trees and large 
branches falling into lines with enough force to break the conductor. In some cases, existing 
conductors are smaller or weaker than Versant Power’s current engineering standards. 
Replacing smaller, older conductors will help prevent conductors from breaking, avoiding 
outages and the time needed to splice wires. 

In some places, Versant Power replaces smaller bare conductors with larger, covered 
conductors. This helps increase distribution capacity to accommodate electrification and 
distributed energy resources. 

 

Where appropriate, Versant replaces selected poles while performing conductor replacement. 
This helps ensure the overhead distribution system can better withstand physical contact from 
trees during major storms and the added weight from icing and heavy snow. 

 

Versant’s distribution system topology is radial (i.e., no alternate supply exists) in most areas. 
This means distribution circuits are designed to receive power from a substation and deliver 
electricity to customers via three-phase or single-phase lines. Long lines often serve entire 
communities and are exposed to many miles of trees along the right-of-way. A single tree 
branch can affect numerous homes, businesses, and public safety infrastructure, creating a 
critical resilience challenge. This circumstance is exacerbated during major storms when 
multiple damage sites may occur along a circuit. 

 

Circuit breakers and sectionalizers are electrical devices that allow utilities to connect and 
disconnect portions of a distribution circuit to an upstream power source. Versant installs 
these devices to help isolate faulted line sections to reduce the number of customers who lose 
power when a fault occurs. Where possible, communication systems are also employed to 
enable automated switching that makes it possible to quickly transfer some homes and 
businesses to an alternate power source so that the interruption they experience is short. 



 

Versant engineers conduct P&C studies to determine how to configure and coordinate 
distribution automation equipment such as circuit breakers, protective relaying, and 
supporting communications. These studies determine the number, location, and size of 
automation devices. P&C studies are needed before finalizing resilience plans and related 
procurement of equipment. 

 

Enhanced vegetation management (EVM) presents a significant opportunity for strengthening 
the reliability and resilience of the electric grid in northern and eastern Maine. Maine is the 
most heavily forested state in the nation, and the people of Maine love the trees that grace the 
rural landscapes and beautify our urban and suburban neighborhoods. In addition to the 
prevalence of trees, there are other critical environmental characteristics of Maine that result 
in trees presenting a particular threat to electric lines. These conditions include shallow soils 
and shallow-rooting tree species, snow and ice loading, long rural circuits, windy coastal 
conditions, and the prevalence of coastal storms such as Nor’easters. 

Versant currently employs a quality vegetation management program (VMP) for its 
distribution system, which includes maintaining a safe clearance of vegetation away from 
wires and removing whole trees that are likely to fall into the lines. Between 1,500 and 1,800 
miles of this maintenance is conducted each year. Despite this maintenance, a significant 
opportunity exists to remove more vegetation threats and enhance the system’s resilience. This 
is true primarily because most outages are caused by vegetation originating outside our typical 
clearance zone and the public right-of-way. The VMP is the largest operating expense for 
Versant and our customers. 

Additional clearance and tree removal, especially from outside the right-of-way and especially 
when coupled with extra protection and control systems, offers the opportunity for a step-
change in system performance and the potential to take the distribution system to a new level 
of reliability necessary for the future grid. This incremental vegetation control would include 
the following four key components:    

1) Additional “risk tree” removal for trees growing outside the right-of-way.  

2) Enhanced identification and mitigation of structural risks. This includes the removal of 
weak branching and overhanging branching.  

3) Right-of-Way reclamation: removal of whole trees that are growing within 10 feet of the 
conductors. 



4) With landowner and community support, widening roadside rights-of-way will provide 
a much-improved clearance zone. This would remove both structural threats and most 
risk trees. 





 

• Review existing policy and performance metrics to account for a focus on climate 
hazards and resilience. Versant will make future investment and operational decisions 
emphasizing Communities and Resilience. This will supplement our ongoing focus on 
reliability and cost. 

 

• Prepare a white paper on staffing and resources for severe storms. 

 

 

 

C.1 Implement a Climate Planning Stakeholder Communication Plan. 

C.2 Develop a Community Resilience Consultation Framework and pilot. 

C.3 Perform mock emergency drills. 

C.4 Draft community-specific and joint community resilience plans. 

C.5 Develop a Community Resilience Microgrid Pilot. 

 

• Develop supporting policies for resilience projects focused on communities such as 
microgrids. These policies will leverage the capabilities and roles that utilities can play 
to improve climate resilience for small communities. 

 

• Initiate the Climate Planning Stakeholder Communication Plan. 

• Identify communities well-suited for resilience projects and investments in the next two 
to three years. In the last year, Versant has applied for federal resilience funding with 
projects that included communities in Deer Isle, Lincoln, Lee, Presque Isle, and 
Eastport. 

• Consult with the OPA and NWA Coordinator to identify ways to incorporate community 
resilience into solutions evaluation. 
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APPENDIX A. HIGH LEVEL INFRASTRUCTURE VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

Exposure is informed by the FEMA Risk Indices and Versant's experience.

ICE STORMS AND WINTER WEATHER (and associated tree contacts) Exposure Impact Vulnerability

Structures (poles, towers, and attachment hardware) Higher Higher Higher
Overhead conductors Higher Higher Higher
Underground conductors Lower Higher Higher
Switching devices (switches, circuit breakers, and sectionalizers) Medium Higher Higher

Structures (poles, crossarms, and attachment hardware) Higher Higher Higher
Overhead conductors Higher Higher Higher
Underground conductors Lower Medium Lower
Overhead switching devices (switches, circuit breakers, and sectionalizers) Medium Medium Medium
Underground switching devices (switchgear) Lower Medium Lower
Transformers (pole mounted) Medium Medium Lower
Transformers (pad mounted) Lower Medium Lower
Voltage regulators (pole mounted) Medium Medium Lower
Capacitors (pole mounted) Medium Lower Lower

SUBSTATIONS Substation equipment and infrastructure Lower Lower Lower

HIGH WINDS AND GUSTS CAUSED BY SEVERE STORMS Exposure Impact Vulnerability

Structures (poles, towers, and attachment hardware) Higher Medium Medium
Overhead conductors Higher Medium Medium
Underground conductors N/A N/A N/A
Switching devices (switches, circuit breakers, and sectionalizers) Lower Medium Lower

Structures (poles, crossarms, and attachment hardware) Higher Higher Higher
Overhead conductors Higher Higher Higher
Underground conductors N/A N/A N/A
Overhead switching devices (switches, circuit breakers, and sectionalizers) Lower Medium Medium
Underground switching devices (switchgear) Lower Medium N/A
Transformers (pole mounted) Lower Lower Lower

Transformers (pad mounted) N/A N/A N/A

Voltage regulators (pole mounted) Lower Medium Lower
Capacitors (pole mounted) Lower Lower Lower

SUBSTATIONS Substation equipment and infrastructure Lower Lower Lower

SEA LEVEL RISE AND COASTAL STORM SURGES Exposure Impact Vulnerability

Structures (poles, towers, and attachment hardware) Lower Medium Lower
Overhead conductors N/A N/A N/A
Underground conductors N/A N/A N/A
Switching devices (switches, circuit breakers, and sectionalizers) N/A N/A N/A

Structures (poles, crossarms, and attachment hardware) Lower Medium Lower
Overhead conductors N/A N/A N/A
Underground conductors Lower Medium Lower
Overhead switching devices (switches, circuit breakers, and sectionalizers) N/A N/A N/A
Underground switching devices (switchgear) Lower Medium Lower
Transformers (pole mounted) N/A N/A N/A
Transformers (pad mounted) Lower Medium Lower
Voltage regulators (pole mounted) N/A N/A N/A
Capacitors (pole mounted) N/A N/A N/A

SUBSTATIONS Substation equipment and infrastructure Lower Higher Lower

Detailed Ratings

Detailed Ratings

Detailed Ratings

TRANSMISSION 

LINES

DISTRIBUTION 

LINES

TRANSMISSION

DISTRIBUTION

TRANSMISSION

DISTRIBUTION
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APPENDIX A. HIGH LEVEL INFRASTRUCTURE VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

DROUGHT AND WILDFIRE Exposure Impact Vulnerability

Structures (poles, towers, and attachment hardware) Medium Higher Medium
Overhead conductors Medium Higher Medium
Underground conductors Medium Higher Medium
Switching devices (switches, circuit breakers, and sectionalizers) Medium Higher Medium

Structures (poles, crossarms, and attachment hardware) Medium Medium Medium
Overhead conductors Medium Medium Medium
Underground conductors Lower Medium Lower
Overhead switching devices (switches, circuit breakers, and sectionalizers) Medium Medium Lower
Underground switching devices (switchgear) Lower Medium Lower
Transformers (pole mounted) Medium Medium Lower
Transformers (pad mounted) Medium Medium Lower
Voltage regulators (pole mounted) Medium Medium Lower
Capacitors (pole mounted) Medium Medium Lower

SUBSTATIONS Substation equipment and infrastructure Lower Medium Lower

HIGHER TEMPERATURES Exposure Impact Vulnerability

Structures (poles, towers, and attachment hardware) Lower Lower Medium
Overhead conductors Medium Medium Medium
Underground conductors Lower Lower Medium
Switching devices (switches, circuit breakers, and sectionalizers) Lower Lower Higher

Structures (poles, crossarms, and attachment hardware) Lower Lower Lower
Overhead conductors Medium Medium Medium
Underground conductors Lower Lower Lower
Overhead switching devices (switches, circuit breakers, and sectionalizers) Lower Medium Lower
Underground switching devices (switchgear) Lower Lower Lower
Transformers (pole mounted) Medium Medium Medium
Transformers (pad mounted) Medium Medium Medium
Voltage regulators (pole mounted) Medium Medium Medium
Capacitors (pole mounted) Medium Lower Lower

SUBSTATIONS Substation equipment and infrastructure Medium Higher Higher

HEAVY PRECIPITATION AND INLAND FLOODING Exposure Impact Vulnerability

Structures (poles, towers, and attachment hardware) Lower Medium Lower
Overhead conductors N/A N/A N/A
Underground conductors N/A N/A N/A
Switching devices (switches, circuit breakers, and sectionalizers) N/A N/A N/A

Structures (poles, crossarms, and attachment hardware) Lower Medium Lower
Overhead conductors N/A N/A N/A
Underground conductors Lower Medium Lower
Overhead switching devices (switches, circuit breakers, and sectionalizers) N/A N/A N/A
Underground switching devices (switchgear) Lower Medium Lower
Transformers (pole mounted) N/A N/A N/A
Transformers (pad mounted) Lower Medium Lower
Voltage regulators (pole mounted) N/A N/A N/A
Capacitors (pole mounted) N/A N/A N/A

SUBSTATIONS Substation equipment and infrastructure Lower Higher Lower

Detailed Ratings

Detailed Ratings

Detailed Ratings

TRANSMISSION

DISTRIBUTION

DISTRIBUTION

TRANSMISSION

DISTRIBUTION

TRANSMISSION
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APPENDIX B  Prioritization Framework for Potential Resilience Strategies, Actions, and Recommendations

Name ndex Pillar Category Timeframe Recommend Cost Duration Difficu ty
Overall 

Vulnerability

Resilience 

Value
EEE Justice Other Benefits Ice Storms

Coastal 

Flooding
Wi dfire High Wind Inland Flood ng

Higher 

Temperature
Transmission Distribution Substation

Complete a deta led Vulne ab l ty Assessment of 

T&D Inf ast uctu e.
I.1 Inf ast uctu e Study EA YES $ Sho te Eas e H ghe H ghe YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES H ghe H ghe H ghe

Explo e new d st but on system topo ogy opt ons 

w th d st but on automat on.
I.2 Inf ast uctu e Study EA YES $ Sho te Eas e H ghe H ghe YES YES YES N/A H ghe N/A

Explo e new l ne des gns and mate als to es st 

gn t on and f e damage.
I.3 Inf ast uctu e Study EA YES $ Sho te Eas e Med um Med um YES YES Med um Lowe Lowe

Insta l st onge  d st but on po es to suppo t mo e 

we ght and es st b eak ng.
I.4 Inf ast uctu e Cap Invest NT YES $$$$ Longe Mode ate H ghe H ghe YES YES YES N/A YES N/A

Insta l mo e T&D system mon to ng. I.5 Inf ast uctu e Cap Invest NT YES $$$$ Longe Mode ate H ghe H ghe YES YES YES Lowe H ghe Lowe

St ateg cally unde g ound T&D l nes n h gh- sk 

a eas.
I.6 Inf ast uctu e Cap Invest LT YES $$$$ Longe Ha de H ghe H ghe YES YES YES Med um H ghe N/A

Redes gn conducto  conf gu at ons to educe ce 

accumulat on and w nd load.
I.7 Inf ast uctu e P ocess NT $$ Med um Mode ate H ghe Med um YES YES H ghe H ghe N/A

Inc ease l ne and equ pment at ngs to w thstand 

h ghe  amb ent tempe atu es.
I.8 Inf ast uctu e P ocess NT $$ Longe Ha de H ghe Med um YES YES Med um Lowe H ghe

Re nfo ce t ansm ss on st uctu es to nc ease 

phys cal oad at ngs and f ood es stance.
I.9 Inf ast uctu e Cap Invest LT $$$$ Longe Ha de H ghe Med um YES YES H ghe N/A N/A

Apply P&C technolog es to educe T&D gn t ons. I.10 Inf ast uctu e Cap Invest NT $$$$ Longe Ha de Med um Lowe YES Med um H ghe H ghe

Complete a detailed Vulnerabi ity Assessment of 

Operat ons.
O.1 Operat ons Study EA YES $ Shorter Easier Higher Higher YES YES YES YES YES YES Higher Higher H gher

Incorporate c imate hazards into system planning, 

engineering, and asset management.
O.2 Operat ons Process EA YES $$ Medium Moderate Higher Higher YES YES YES YES YES Higher Higher H gher

Review the System Emergency Operations Plan to 

incorporate emerging c imate hazards.
O.3 Operat ons Process EA YES $$ Shorter Easier Higher Higher YES YES YES YES YES Higher Higher H gher

Revise our System Operations Planning procedures 

to include climate hazards.
O.4 Operat ons Process EA YES $$ Medium Moderate Higher Higher YES YES YES YES YES Higher Higher H gher

Mon tor staffing and mutual a d resources to ensure 

they keep pace with climate hazards.
O.5 Operat ons Process NT YES $ Shorter Easier Medium Higher YES YES YES Lower Med um Lower

Investigate telecommunications infrastructure and 

operations.
O.6 Operat ons Study EA $ Shorter Easier Medium Med um YES YES YES YES Medium Med um N/A

Develop plans for fire breaks O.7 Operat ons Study EA $ Shorter Easier Medium Lower YES YES Medium Lower Lower

Conduct a study to identify operational approaches 

and advanced techno ogies to reducing ignitions.
O.8 Operat ons Study EA $ Shorter Easier Medium Lower YES Medium Lower N/A

Complete a Contingency Study of the transm ssion 

system to eva uate wildfire impacts on grid 

re iability.

O.9 Operat ons Study EA $ Shorter Easier Medium Lower YES YES Medium N/A Lower

Review river draw-down policies and plans to 

account for riverine flooding.
O.10 Operat ons Study EA YES $ Shorter Easier Lower Lower YES YES Lower Lower Lower

Conduct a detailed flood plain analysis for 

Versant's infrastructure.
O.11 Operat ons Study EA YES $ Shorter Easier Lower Lower YES YES YES Lower Lower Lower

Conduct a study to review the potential e fects of 

drought and heavy rainfall on risk trees.
O.12 Operat ons Study EA $ Shorter Easier Lower Lower YES YES YES Lower Lower N/A

Conduct a study to evaluate Pub ic Safety Power 

Shutoffs (PSPS) to prevent w ldfires.
O.13 Operat ons Study EA $ Shorter Easier Lower Lower YES Lower Lower Lower

Implement technologies to map vegetation 

c earances more frequent y and inexpens vely.
O.14 Operat ons Cap Invest NT YES $$$ Medium Moderate Higher Higher YES YES YES YES Medium Higher N/A

Implement data analytics to provide ins ghts into 

environmental and system condition, and to help 

prioritize system improvements.

O.15 Operat ons Cap Invest NT YES $$$ Medium Moderate Higher Higher YES YES YES YES YES YES Higher Higher H gher

Apply advanced technolog es that supo t faste  

esponse and esto at on.
O.16 Ope at ons Cap Invest LT YES $$$ Med um Mode ate H ghe H ghe YES YES Lowe H ghe Lowe

Implement a Cl mate Plann ng Stakeholde  

Commun cat on P an.
C.1 Commun ty Collabo at ve EA YES $ Sho te Eas e H ghe H ghe YES YES YES YES YES YES Med um Med um Med um

Develop a Commun ty Res l ence Consultat on 

F amewo k and p lots.
C.2 Commun ty Collabo at ve EA YES $$ Sho te Eas e H ghe H ghe YES YES YES YES YES YES YES H ghe H ghe H ghe

Pe fo m mock eme gency d ls. C.3 Commun ty Collabo at ve NT YES $$ Sho te Eas e Med um Med um YES YES YES YES YES YES Med um Med um Med um

D aft commun ty-spec f c and o nt commun ty 

es l ence plans.
C.4 Commun ty Collabo at ve NT YES $$ Med um Mode ate Med um Med um YES YES YES YES YES YES Med um Med um Med um

Develop a Commun ty Res l ence M c og d P lot C.5 Commun ty Collabo at ve NT YES $$ Longe Ha de Med um Med um YES YES YES YES YES YES YES Med um Med um Med um

Develop bette  t ack ng met cs fo  Ve sant’s 

cl mate haza d m t gat on and es l ence effo ts.
C.6 Commun ty Collabo at ve NT YES $ Med um Mode ate Med um Med um YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES Med um Med um Med um

Strategy or Res lience Action CCRP Organ zation Infrastructure CategoryPrioritization Factor Cl mate Hazard Exposure and Vulnerability
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